Reinsurance Year 2009 Data Acceptance System, Appendix III
Summary of Changes

July 3, 2013

CIMS Output 05 Detail
   Appendix III Update to Draft:
   Field 21 “FSA CLU”: updated length to 6; renumbered following positions

CIMS Output 05 Sharing
   Appendix III Update to Draft:
   Field 21 “FSA CLU”: updated length to 6; renumbered following positions

April 26, 2012

Exhibit 11-11 and Exhibit 21-10 – Calculations
   Appendix III clarification:
   To clarify the calculations for Macadamia Trees and Florida Citrus.

January 5, 2012

Exhibit 11-11 – Calculations
   Appendix III clarification:
   To clarify rounding for Onions with acreage limitation.

March 24, 2011

Exhibit 11 – Acreage Record
   Appendix III Update:
   Field 30, Guarantee Reduction Flag and
   Field 36, Guarantee Reduction Factor – updated fields to accommodate the RO’s
   Assigned determined yields that are lower than the maximum reference dollar
   amount for FL Citrus crops. To accommodate this we have added FL Citrus
   to field 30 to allow Guarantee Reduction Flag of “D” to be submitted and
   field 36 needs to allow the percent of reduction assigned by the RO to be submitted.

December 16, 2010

Exhibit 57 – Quality Control Reporting Record
   Appendix III clarification:
   Field 37, Comment – clarified that alphanumeric characters can also be included.

November 24, 2010

Exhibit 99a
Appendix III correction:
Removed reference to PRF in this exhibit. Index had been incorrectly listed as the unit of measure for PRF; it is a practice, not unit of measure.
November 18, 2010

eDas Exhibit 150 – Disbursement (of Loss Payment)
Appendix III clarification:
Field 5, Total Loss Code – clarified the use of Loss Code “R”.

Exhibit 20 – Loss Total Record
Appendix III clarification:
Field 14, 1st Total Loss Code - clarified the use of Loss Code “R”.

August 19, 2010

eDas Exhibit 150 – Disbursement (of Loss Payment)
Appendix III clarification:
Field 7, Draft Issued Dt - Clarify the requirement for Total Loss “D” and changed field from Required to Conditional.

July 29, 2010

Exhibit 17-1
Appendix III Clarification:
Added PRF to list of crops not requiring a 17 record in 2009.

Exhibit 21-5
Appendix III clarification:
Clarified that Stage Codes of R and NR are applicable for Dry Peas (0067)

Exhibit 21-10 Replant Calculations
Appendix III clarification:
Corrected rounding notes for Farm Unit Deficiency on Replant Indemnity calculations.

June 24, 2010

eDas Exhibit 150 – Disbursement (of Loss Payment)
Appendix III clarification:
Clarify the requirement of Total Loss Code to be in sync with T20 record.

Exhibit 21-7
Appendix III Update due to Dry Pea Crop Provisions 09-0067:
Exhibit updated to show policy limits for replant payments on Dry Peas.
June 17, 2010

**Account Narrative**

Appendix III clarification:
Updated record description for eDAS Payment section.

**eDAS Exhibit 124 – Payment Requirements**

Appendix III Update:
Payment updated to allow State Subsidy for Livestock.

**Exhibit 11-11 and Exhibit 21-10 – Calculations**

Appendix III clarification:
To clarify the calculation when acreage limitation applies.
May 13, 2010

Exhibit 11-9
Appendix III clarification:
On the Option Codes Exhibit, the list of plan codes for Enterprise Unit (EU) has been updated.

Exhibit 21 – Loss Line Record
Appendix III clarification:
Field 23, 100% Replant Payment Flag – clarification for Fl Fruit Trees with replant Coverage under the Comprehensive Tree Value Endorsement. If multiple loss records will be submitted under CTVE, “Y” flag must be set in field 23 on each the second 21 record submitted for the replant unit.

April 29, 2010

Exhibit 11 – Acreage Record
Appendix III Clarification:
Changes to allow the Amount of Insurance reduction for Mac Trees and changes to allow the reporting of contracted pounds for Mustard.

Exhibit 21 – Loss Line Record
Appendix III clarification:
Field 23, 100% Replant Payment Flag – clarification for Fl Fruit Trees with replant Coverage under the Comprehensive Tree Value Endorsement. If multiple loss records will be submitted under CTVE, “Y” flag must be set in field 23 on each 21 records submitted for the unit.

April 1, 2010

11 Record Calculations
Appendix III Clarification:
Corrected many of the headers in the file that had been corrupted.

Exhibit 21-10 – Calculations
Appendix III clarification:
Clarification that the Stage Guarantee per Acre for Plans RI and VI is rounded to the nearest dollar and cent.

Exhibit 58 – Notice of Loss Record
Appendix III clarification:
Field 19, Date of Damage and Field 20, Date of Notice – clarified field edit with statement “ Must be ≥ July 1 of current RY”.
March 11, 2010

Exhibit 58 – Notice of Loss Record
Appendix III clarification:
Field 8, Insurance Plan Code – made clarification stating that Type 58 records are not applicable plans 12, 13, 14 or 73.

March 4, 2010

Account Narrative
Appendix III clarification:
Updated record description for Record 58.

Exhibit 58 – Notice of Loss Record
Appendix III clarification:
Several fields were updated to clarify that Type 58 records are not applicable to plans 12, 13, 14 and 73. DAS edits will be implemented to create errors if 58 records are received for these plans.

January 28, 2010

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Output for Summary
Record 5 Output for Detail
Record 5 Output for Sharing
Appendix III Clarification:
SUMM Record – Expand Field #25, Total Compliance Detail Records, to a length of 5.
DETL Record – Expand Field #13, Compliance Detail Record Number, to a length of 5.
Add a new field, FSA Cropland Indicator, 1 byte to the end of the record.
SHAR Record – Expand Field #13, Person Sharing Record Number, to a length of 5.
Add a new field, FSA Crop Type Code, 3 bytes to the end of the record.
Adding a new field, FSA Practice Code, 1 byte, to the end of the record.
January 14, 2010

eDas Exhibit 150 – Disbursement (of Loss Payment)
Appendix III clarification:
Clarify the requirement of Total Amount by loss code.

Exhibit 11-5
Appendix III New Requirement:
Added Sheller Warehouse Code for Virginia Crop Improvement Association, Inc.

Exhibit 20 – Loss Total Record
Appendix III clarification:
Clarify the requirement of Total Amount by loss code.

December 17, 2009

Exhibit 11-9
Appendix III Clarification:
Clarified option name for BE – Biotechnology.

Exhibit 60e – Ineligible Tracking System Error codes
Appendix III Update:
Added error message to validate the amount of CAT fee submitted.

December 3, 2009

Exhibit 21-10 – Calculations
Appendix III clarification:
Clarification for FFT to show that the Under Reporting Factor (URF) is included in Production to Count calculation.

November 12, 2009

Exhibit 17-1
Appendix III Clarification:
Removed PRF from list of crops not requiring a 17 record.

Exhibit 99e
Appendix III Correction:
The state abbreviation for Rhode Island was incorrectly listed as RH and has been corrected to RI.
October 8, 2009

Exhibit 12 – Payment Record
Appendix III Update due to MGR-09-007:
Field 9, Payment Type and Field 10, Paid Amount – allow payment type flag of “06” for 2009.

Exhibit 55 – Agent Data Record
Appendix III change:
Field 5, Inactive Date – corrected date to be the latest acreage reporting date for Reinsurance Year 2009.

eDAS Exhibit 124 – Payment Requirements
Appendix III Update due to MGR-09-007:
Field 3, Payment Type and Field 40, Paid Amount – allow payment type flag of “06” for 2009.

October 1, 2009

Exhibit 15-1
Appendix III clarification:
Clarified old verbiage on Yield Years that is no longer applicable.

Exhibit 27 – Common Land Unit Identifier Record
Appendix III Clarification:
Clarified that duplicate 27 records are permissible.

September 24, 2009

Exhibit 99a
Appendix III clarification:
Silage Sorghum (crop 0059) should have been listed as plan code 90; not 96.

September 17, 2009

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Output for Sharing
Appendix III Clarification:
When this record was updated on 8/20/2009, there was a typographical error starting with the beginning position of field 27 and this has been corrected.
September 3, 2009

Exhibit 21 – Loss Line Record
Appendix III Clarification:
   Field 48, Dollar Amount of Insurance – updated to clarify that the Dollar Amount of Insurance calculation for crops under Plan 47 (ARH) will follow the calculations in Exhibit 21-10.

Exhibit 21-10 – Calculations
Appendix III Clarification:
   Added Note to Plan 47, Cherries under the Dollar Amount of Insurance calculation.

Exhibit 27 – Common Land Unit Identifier Record
Appendix III Clarification:
   Marked several fields with “required” or “optional”.
September 3, 2009 con’t

Exhibit 27-1
Appendix III Clarification:
Updated exhibit to match new CIMS exhibit – Intended Use codes.

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Sharing – Exhibit 1
Appendix III Clarification:
Reformatted exhibit for the FSA Crop Intended Use Code and Description.

August 27, 2009

Exhibit 21 – Loss Line Record
Appendix III New Requirement:
Field 34, Adjusted/Allocated Production – Plan 47
Field 35, Production to Count – updated fields to include the reporting
of Unharvested Adjusted Production. Field 35 will include Field 34
production.

Exhibit 21-2 and Exhibit 21-5
Appendix III Clarification:
Clarified exhibits for Rainfall Index (Plan 13) and Vegetative Index (Plan 14)
crops which may only have code (55) as cause of loss. Also clarified the
plans and codes for which stage code (FL) is valid.

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Sharing – Exhibit 1
Appendix III New Requirement:
New Exhibit for the FSA Crop Intended Use Code and Description.

August 20, 2009

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Output for Sharing
Appendix III New Fields:
CIMS will be updating the Type 05 process to return the FSA Crop Intended Use
Code/Description and the FSA Crop Status Code/Descriptions in the SHAR record.
These fields can be used to further match the DETL record to associated SHAR
records.
August 13, 2009

Exhibit 05 exhibit – CIMS status codes
Appendix III new requirement:
Added 2 new codes.

Exhibit 11 – Acreage Record
Appendix III Clarification:
Clarified reference of irrigated for Kansas and Nebraska Corn under Biotechnology Endorsement note.

August 6, 2009

Exhibit 11 – Acreage Record
Appendix III Clarification:
Field 46, Preliminary Base Rate – to clarify the requirements for RA with Written Agreement.

July 30, 2009

Exhibit 11-9
Appendix III Clarification:
Updated reference for Winter Coverage Endorsement; the addition of Mint.

Exhibit 21 – Loss Line record
Appendix III Clarification:
Field 69, Notice of Loss Date – removed errant redlining from field name.

Exhibit 21-10 – Loss Calculations
Appendix III Correction
To correct Dollar Amount of Insurance calculation for ARH crops (plan 47).
July 23, 2009

CIMS Records:
Record 5 Output
CIMS Acreage Difference Discovery FSA Detail Output
CIMS Reported FSA, not RMA Detail FSA Export Layout
   Appendix III New Fields:
      Addition of new CLU fields.

July 16, 2009

Exhibit 11 – Acreage Record
   Appendix III Clarification:
      Clarified requirements for Biotech reporting – see note end of record.

Exhibit 11-5
   Appendix III New Requirement:
      Added Pumpkin Processor codes.